
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a media. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for media

Media relations to include media planning, materials development
Monitor the status of various video coding standards, study the technical
details of the coding tools, and present the updates to internal codec work
groups
Research advanced video coding techniques, and contribute technical
proposals to future video coding standards like JVET and AOM standards
Conduct quality evaluation and complexity analysis of the video coding tools
in a standard for codec Tech Readiness study
Perform algorithm design and architecture definition of various video codecs
such as HEVC, AV1, AVS, and so on
Develop the c-model of various video codecs, tuning the mode costs to
improve the coding efficiency, and make the tradeoffs between quality and
performance for different target usages of the codec
Interacting with silicon design team, software kernel team, driver
development team, and validation team in deploying such video coding
techniques
Analyze media alternatives to recommend the best allocation of the working
media budget
Liaise with implementation teams (Print, Broadcast, Digital Trading) to ensure
deliverables align with overall plan strategies, media authorizations are
obtained, timelines are met and programs/results are coordinated and
presented holistically to client
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Qualifications for media

Significant media planning experience gained in broadcast television or a
media agency
Education – A level or equivalent, with GCSE maths
Basic familiarity with digital and/or traditional media is helpful
Architecting, implementing and supporting live and on demand video
solutions for our digital media properties
Share ownership in the video streaming solutions produced by the Video
Hosting team
Participate in configuration and maintenance of video hosting servers, load
balancers, caching layers and content delivery networks


